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Abstract—Human drivers learn driving skills from both regular (non-accidental) and accidental driving experiences, while
most of current self-driving research focuses on regular driving
only. We argue that learning from accidental driving data
is necessary for robustly modeling driving behavior. A main
challenge, however, is how accident data can be effectively used
together with regular data to learn vehicle motion, since manually
labeling accident data without expertise is significantly difficult.
Our proposed solution for robust vehicle motion learning, in
this paper, is to integrate layer-level discriminability and neuron
coverage (neuron-level robustness) regulariziers into an unsupervised generative network for video prediction. Layer-level discriminability increases divergence of feature distribution between
the regular data and accident data at network layers. Neuron
coverage regulariziers enlarge interval span of neuron activation
adopted by training samples, to reduce probability that a sample
falls into untested interval regions. To accelerate training process,
we propose adaptive filter reuse based on neuron coverage. Our
strategies of filter reuse reduce structural network parameters,
encourage memory reuse, and guarantee effectiveness of robust
vehicle motion learning. Experiments results show that our model
improves the inference accuracy by 1.1% compared to FCMLSTM, and cut down 10.2% training time over the traditional
method with negligible accuracy loss.
Index Terms—Self-driving, robust vehicle motion learning,
layer-level discriminability, neuron coverage, efficient training,
adaptive filter reuse

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computer vision based perception and decision making play
an important role in self-driving systems. Early vision-based
autonomous navigation using neural network dates back at
least to Pomerleau [1]. DNN-based vision algorithms have
been extensively adopted in recently launched self-driving
projects. Such prevalent use of vision algorithms in a safetycritical system is a great test of these algorithms’ robustness:
any subtle visual recognition errors may incur fatal traffic accidents. However, most of current self-driving research focuses
on regular (non-accidental) driving only: publishing regular
driving datasets [2]–[4]and learning to predict vehicle egomotion or steering angle using the regular data [5]–[7].Few
research [8]–[11] tackles driving issues on traffic accidents
or potential unsafe risks. Figure 1 compares regular driving
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samples from BDD100K [4] (left two) and accidental driving
data samples from AADV [8] (right three).
We argue that accident data is necessary for robustly modeling driving behavior as human drivers learn driving skills
from both regular and accidental driving experiences. A main
challenge, however, is how accident data can be effectively
used together with regular data to learn vehicle motion, as
manually labeling “correct” motion is easy in the regular data
but significantly difficult in the accident data. Analyzing the
“correct” vehicle motion in the accident data requires expertise
knowledge which is beyond the scope of machine learning
research. Practically, the traffic accidents are a sub-category of
general anomaly events but more safety-critical. Theoretically,
using labeled regular data and unlabeled accident data together
is typically a problem of multiple instance learning.
Most of previous research on the traffic accident issues [8]–
[10] does not tackle the challenge, but work on supervised
accidents/obstacles/failure detection or anticipation. Further,
the methods [8], [9], and another most recent method on
general accidents [12], explicitly describe the accidents using
global features with local object-centric features in videos,
which raises two problems: requiring tons of manually labeled
bounding boxes of objects; depressing implicit risk factors
which are not object-centric. Therefore, a better choice of the
accident description should be labor-free and preserves both
explicit and implicit risk factors.
Our proposed solution for robust vehicle motion learning
is inspired by most recent software engineering research on
testing robustness of machine learning software [13]. For a
neuron in a trained DNN, Ma et al. [13] calculate lower
boundary bl and upper boundary bu of the neuron response
using all training data. The interval [bl , bu ] is defined as major
function region, while (−∞, bl ) ∪ (bu , +∞) is corner-case
region. Then, for each test sample, Ma et al. [13] check which
region the neuron response of this sample falls into. In our
method, to apply this neuron coverage criteria to training,
we will model vehicle motion learning as multiple instance
learning and integrate the criteria into the learning model.
Our efficient training strategy is inspired by a key observation on relationship between DNN filters and visual tasks in recent research on DNN interpretability and visualization [14]–
[16]. These research show that neuron activation of DNN filters
is significantly sparse in the inference process. Among those
sparsely activated filters, only a few filters of a DNN model

Fig. 1. Comparison of regular driving samples in BDD100K [4] (left two) and accidental driving data samples in AADV [8] (right three).

make significant contribution to inference and these filters
most likely extract common features of all the classes of input
images. For the other activated filters making less contribution
to the inference, their distributions are more dispersed to
different classes, indicating these filters are learned to retrieve
the class-dependent features for each class. Since the number
of “useful” filters is few compared to the total number of
filters, we will reuse filters at a DNN layer in our method.
Further, we will link filter reuse to the neuron coverage criteria.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we integrate
layer-level discriminability and neuron coverage (neuron-level
robustness) regulariziers into an unsupervised generative network for video prediction. Layer-level discriminability increases divergence of feature distribution between the regular
data and accident data at network layers. Neuron coverage regulariziers reduce probability that a sample falls into untested
interval regions. Second, we accelerate training process by
adaptive filter reuse based on neuron coverage. Our strategies
of filter reuse reduce structural network parameters, encourage
memory reuse, and adaptively update with neuron coverage
change to guarantee the robustness of vehicle motion learning.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Vehicle motion prediction
1) Most of current self-driving research focuses on regular (non-accidental) driving only: learning to predict vehicle
ego-motion or steering angle only using the regular driving
data [5], [7], [17]–[20]Early works attempted Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to map the raw vision data to driving
actions or decisions [5], [17]. Though these works achieve the
high success rate in making driving decision and prediction,
their capability is limited within the scenes provided by the human drivers [19]. Some works turn to more powerful learning
models to increase the prediction capability such as Generative
Adversarial Network [21], memory-based network [18], and
reinforcement learning [7], [20].
2) Few research [8]–[10] tackles driving issues on traffic
accidents or potential unsafe risks. [10] proposed the models
to detect the off-road obstacles under human supervision. [8],
[9] proposed anticipation models to predict the occurrence of
accident in advance. [9] constructed a self-annotated incident
database that contains a large-number of near-miss traffic
incidents.
B. DNN robustness
DNN robustness has been challenged by the imperceptible perturbations of the input which can result in misclassification. A lot of approaches have been investigated
to improve the DNN robustness. Several works [22], [23]

presented the modified training methods. In these works, the
classification of known noise/perturbation is added into the
total training loss function during training. Therefore, the
robustness of those models against certain types of perturbations is significantly promoted. However, one critical limitation
underlying these models is the generated models will not
guarantee the performance against other kinds of input perturbations [24]. Data augmentation is another widely studied
strategy for DNN robustness enhancement. Various strategies
for generating additional samples have been investigated, such
as the transformations of original data [25]–[27] and some
certain types of training data [28], [29]. For example, [28]
selected the data that are not classified correctly with high
confidence but are visually similar to easy positives.
C. Efficient DNN training
For accelerating DNN inference tasks, pruning and quantization have been widely studied, such as [30]–[32]. However,
training acceleration is more challenging because the difficulty
of training convergence exacerbates when applying with these
techniques. As DNN training mostly are executed on the
large-scale distributed system, where the massive data transmission among computing nodes bottlenecked the training
acceleration. To address the problem, gradient quantization
and sparsification have been studied. Different bit-widths of
gradients [33], [34] have been proposed to speedup CNN or
RNN training process. As for the gradients sparsification, the
gradients that meet a prefined standard is regarded useful and
will be transferred. [35] employed merge these two techniques
and significantly reduced on gradients overhead.
D. Unsupervised video prediction
LSTM model has been used to predict videos or a sequence
of videos frames in unsupervised learning [36], [37]. For
example, Srivastava et al. [36] used several LSTM models to
perform video prediction under the unsupervised mode. The
proposed system first uses LSTM to extract the representations
in video frames and then inputs the information into LSTMbased decoders to predict the future actions. [38] developed a
predictive model which not only predicts the long-term pixel
motion from previous frames but also generalizes previously
unseen objects. The used model in [38] is the encoder-decoder
structure. [39] proposed a novel GAN-based architecture to
perform prediction of the future video frames.
III. P ROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method for robust vehicle motion learning is
shown in Figure 2, consisting of three models: an unsupervised
generative model G with two output branches respectively
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Fig. 2. Our proposed method for robust vehicle motion learning. The discriminator D is not used for inference.

for visual feature extraction and video sequence prediction; a
discriminator D for adversarially distinguishing G’s generated
frames from real ones; and a model Q for vehicle motion prediction based on the features extracted by G. The discriminator
D is not used for inference.
Training data is sampled from two sets of video clips:
regular driving and traffic accident. All video clips in these
two sets are preprocessed to be the same length T .
Generative model G’s input batch at time t (t = 1, 2, ..., T )
is denoted as X t (|X t | = N ), and X t = Xrt ∪ Xat where Xrt
(|Xrt | = N/2) is sampled from the regular driving video set
at time t and Xat (|Xat | = N/2) is sampled from the traffic
accident video set at time t. The model G’s output at the video
prediction branch (lower branch in Figure 2) is synthesized
eat+1 | =
ert+1 | = |X
eat+1 where |X
e t+1 = X
ert+1 ∪ X
sequences X
t+1
e
N/2. The sequences X
is fed into the discriminator D.
The model G’s output at the feature extraction branch (upper
branch in Figure 2) is predicted features of regular driving
sequences at time t + 1, and is fed into the model Q.
Discriminator D has two types of input at time t: real
video sequences X t+1 = Xrt+1 ∪ Xat+1 where |Xrt+1 | =
e t+1 from the
|Xat+1 | = N/2, and the synthesized sequences X
model G. The discriminator D’s output is a two-class true/false
classification.
Vehicle motion predictor Q adopts the model G’s output in
an U-Net [40] manner as input (i.e., copying layer-wise feature
maps from model G to model Q), and predicts vehicle motion
of regular driving at time t+1. The predictor Q’s output can be
discrete (left-turn, right-turn, straight and stop) or continuous
(driving trajectory).

between the regular driving sequences Xr and traffic accident
sequences Xa . The fourth loss Lt3 (G) is to increase neuron
coverage to enhance learning robustness.
The loss Lt0 (G, D) for video sequence prediction in Equation 1 is implemented using a min-max game between the
generative model G and discriminator D as popular generative
adversarial networks:
h
i
h
i
Lt0 (G, D) = EX t 1 − D(G(X t )) + EX t+1 logD(X t+1 ) .
(2)
The loss Lt1 (G, Q) for vehicle motion prediction in Equation 1 is defined as:
Lt1 (G, Q) = −

1
|Xrt+1 |

Q(G(Xrt )) − Yrt+1

2

,

(3)

2

where Yrt+1 is labels of vehicle motion corresponding to
regular driving sequences Xrt+1 .
The loss Lt2 (G) for discriminability in Equation 1 is
implemented as averaged layer-level discriminability using
maximum mean discrepancy:
Lt2 (G) = −

1 X
EXrt [ΦlG (Xrt )] − EXat [ΦlG (Xat )]
|SG |
l∈SG

2
H

,

Our overall learning objective at time t is defined as:
n
o
min max Lt0 (G, D)+λ1 ·Lt1 (G, Q)+λ2 ·Lt2 (G)+λ3 ·Lt3 (G) ,

(4)
where SG is a set of layers in the model G, function ΦlG (·) is
neuron activation of layer l in the model G, and H is a universal reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Equation 3 captures
statistical divergence between samples of regular driving and
traffic accidents, and this divergence is trained to be enlarged
in Equation 1.
The loss Lt3 (G) for neuron-level robustness in Equation 1
is implemented as averaged neuron coverage:
i
1 Xh 1 X
t
t
Lt3 (G) = −
(R(X
,
l,
n)+R(X
,
l,
n))
,
r
a
|SG |
|TGl |
l
l∈S

(1)
where four losses, Lt0 (G, D), Lt1 (G, Q), Lt2 (G), and Lt3 (G)
are optimized, and λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are three scale factors. The
first loss Lt0 (G, D) is to enforce the synthesized sequences
e t+1 to approach the real ones X t+1 . The second loss
X
Lt1 (G, Q) is to improve prediction accuracy of vehicle motion.
The third loss Lt2 (G) is to learn more discriminable features

(5)
where TGl is all neurons at layer l in the model G, function
R(·) is to compute neuron coverage, and α is a scale factor.
Specifically, for nth neuron at layer l in the model G, Rtr (l, n)
computes neuron coverage for input regular driving sequences
Xrt , while Rta (l, n) computes neuron coverage for input traffic
accident sequences Xat . The function R(·) is implemented as
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Fig. 3. Comparison of a layer’s original structure without filter reuse (a) and an example of the layer’s re-designed structure based on our filter reuse with
filter repeated times M = 4 (b) and M = 2 (c).

distance between maximum response and minimum response
given a neuron and input samples:
l,n
t
t
R(X∗t , l, n) = max(Φl,n
G (X∗ )) − min(ΦG (X∗ )) ,

(6)

t
where X∗t is Xrt or Xat according to Equation 5, and Φl,n
G (X∗ )
is neuron activation of nth neuron at layer l in the model
G given input X∗t . Physical meaning here is that the largest
distance between samples’ neuron activation at each epoch
is trained to be enlarged, to encourage that each neuron’s
activation interval is more adequately used.

B. Efficient training strategy
Our efficient training strategy is to enforce filter reuse at
layers SG in the generative model G, while G’s architecture is
automatically and locally re-designed for accuracy compensation. Our accuracy compensation method is combination use of
dropout [41] and shuffling [42], since these two operations are
both time efficient and memory efficient. Figure 3 compares
a layer’s original structure without filter reuse (a) and the
examples of the layer’s re-designed structure based on our
filter reuse with filter repeated times M = 4 (b) and M = 2
(c). In Figure 3, weight connections (filters) with the same
color between input and output feature maps are the same. All
layers in SG are adopted the same filter repeated times M in
our method. For Figure 3 (b)&(c), the upper and bottom output
feature maps, F and G, share the same filters but use different
dropout ratios, and output of F and G are thus different. The
feature maps F and G are concatenated and then shuffled. In
addition, filter reuse can be applied to the discriminator D and
vehicle motion predictor Q, while we focus on the model G
only in this paper.
Filter reuse with higher filter repeated times M reduces
more structural network parameters and encourages more
memory reuse, hence training process can be further accelerated. However, two problems are incurred. First, prediction
accuracy of vehicle motion may be more severely sacrificed.
Second, the averaged neuron coverage, −Lt3 (G) in Equation 5,
is more easily to be increased which does not reflect actual improvement of neuron-level robustness. Therefore, to guarantee
effectiveness of our robust vehicle motion learning, the filter
repeated times M is adaptively decreased with the increasing
of G’s averaged neuron coverage −Lt3 (G) in Equation 5 in our

method. Specifically, M is initially set to 2k (k ≥ 1) and gradually decreased by being divided by 2 each time when −Lt3 (G)
keeps on increasing for C training iterations. Please note that
the averaged neuron coverage −Lt3 (G) will not always keep
on increasing during the whole training process. The reason is
that training data always have a biased distribution [43], hence
the whole interval of a neuron’s activations is impossible to
be fully covered. When the filter repeated times M decreases
from 4 to 2, filters do not change except each filter’s group
index (as shown in Figure 3(c)).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Regular driving data Xrt (t = 1, 2, ..., T ) is sampled from
BDD100k [4] dataset. This dataset consists of 100K driving
videos that are collected from diverse riding sceanrios, including city streets, residential areas, and highways. In addition,
those videos cover various weather conditions and different
time of a day. Each video is about 40-second long, and
it contains not only the high-resolution (720p) and highframe-rate (30fps) images, but also the GPS/IMU information
recorded by cell-phones showing rough driving trajectories.
Accidental driving data Xat (t = 1, 2, ..., T ) is sampled from
AADV [8] dataset. This dataset consists of 678 videos that
are captured in six major cities in Taiwan, including diverse
accidents: 42.6% motorbike hits car, 19.7% car hits car, 15.6%
motorbike hits motorbike, and 20% other types. 1750 clips
are sampled and annotated from those videos, where each clip
consists of 100 frames. Among those 1750 clips, 620 clips are
labeled as positive due to containing the moment of accident
at the last 10 frames, and the remaining 1130 clips with no
accidents are labeled as negative.
Popular network architectures are directly used for our
generative model G, discriminator D, and vehicle motion
predictor Q, since this paper’s focus is not on designing
new DNNs but filter reuse. For the model G, we adopt a
neural stylizer from [44] with 128x128 as input resolution.
The neural stylizer consists of two convolutions with stride
two, five residual blocks [18], and two fractionally strided
convolutions with stride one. For the model D, we adopt a
70x70 PatchGAN [45]. PatchGAN uses fully convolution with
fewer parameters, compared to traditional whole-image discriminator, to distinguish whether 70x70 overlapping patches

Model
FCN-LSTM [48]
Our method

Accuracy
84.1%
85.2%

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE REGULAR METHOD AND OUR METHOD IN DISCRETE
VEHICLE MOTION PREDICTION .
Regular
(No filter reuse)
Ours
(Filter reuse)

Time(s)

Accuracy)

316, 512

85.4%

287, 227

85.2%

are real or fake. For the model Q, we adopt a two-layer fully
convolution network.
Our filter repeated times M is initially set to 8. Since we use
U-Net connection between model G and model Q, |SG | is set
to 2 which is the layer number of model Q, and SG includes
model G’s last last two layers, i.e., the two fractionally strided
convolutions. The scale factors λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 in Equation 1
are all fixed to 1.0. Adam solver [46] is used for our whole
model in Figure 2. Adam parameters are: β1 = 0.5, β2 =
0.999, and an initial learning rate of 0.0001. Batch size is set
to 8 in all of our experiments. To less model collapse during
GAN training, we follow a strategy proposed in [47] which
uses a history of generated images but not most recent one to
update a discriminator.
A. Discrete vehicle motion prediction
To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we first
compare the accuracy of discrete vehicle motion prediction
by our model with FCN-LSTM [48]. In the discrete case,
we aim to predict a feasible action from a discrete action
space, including straight, stop, left turn and right turn. In
addition, we choose the FCN-LSTM as the baseline model
for comparison, which fuses an LSTM temporal encoder with
a fully convolutional visual encoder. As Table I shows, our
proposed model can achieve 85.2% accuracy, which is 1.1%
higher than that of FCM-LSTM model.
B. Our training time & GPU memory use
Table II is the comparison results of the regular method and
our filter reuse one in discrete vehicle motion prediction. As
we can see, our method improves both training performance
against the the traditional approach with marginal accuracy
loss. The training time is reduced 10.2% with only 0.2%
accuracy loss. Figure 4 shows the the impact of different M s
on the GPU memory use. Along with the decreasing filter
repeated times M from 8 to 2, the measured peak and regular
GPU memory use increase 1.3× and 1.2×, respectively.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient framework for learning
robust self-driving behaviors, which are effectively learned

GPU use memroy
(MB)

TABLE I
ACCURACY COMPARISON OF FCN-LSTM AND OUR METHOD IN
DISCRETE VEHICLE MOTION PREDICTION .

5,000
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4,000

Peak
No-peak

3,500

3,000
M=8

M=4

M=2

Filter repeated times

Fig. 4. The change of GPU memory use along with filter repeated times(M ).

from both regular driving samples and accidental driving
data. To enhance the robustness of the proposed model, both
layer-level discriminability and neuron coverage(neuron-level
robustness) regulariziers are integrated into an unsupervised
generative network. In order to speedup the training process,
a neuron-coverage-based adaptive filter reuse strategy is designed to reduce structural network parameters and facilitate
in memory reuse. A set of comprehensive experiments are
conducted, and evaluation results have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed framework.
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